No oil, No heat, No noise, No vibration, No pollution!

Both rolls are driven from individual drive motors for maximum traction. As with the Gas Roller, this unit has Two, 10-3/4" Oscillating Rolls, and Articulating Steering. Greens Speed can be increased to 1-1/2' or more. Without compaction, Without changing undulations, and Without burn marks from slipping. The Salsco Electric Roller has up to a 40° Climbing Traction, without slippage or loss of control & can be easily unloaded or loaded from anywhere around the green, thereby Direction of Rolling can be changed as desired.

The Salsco Greens Rollers, Electric or Gas are the #1 Preferred Rollers, around the world, since 1992!

#1 Greens Rollers, Electric or Gas!

Standard features of the Electric Roller include a Light Kit for early morning rolling, and a Safety Switch installed in the seat for safety.

The optional Spiker-Air Kit, Brush Kit or Tournament Roll Kit, are available, to improve the Versatility of the Salsco Rollers, Gas or Electric!

The Transport Trailer comes Standard with the Salsco Electric Greens Roller. Turf tires protect the turf, and the extra long tailgate with rubber strips, means easy on and off. You’ll be on your way To the Next Green in Just Minutes. Just roll onto the trailer, turn the unit off & hook up the tailgate. No other adjustments are necessary. The trailer also has many other uses in and around the golf course. Two greens mowers easily fit on the trailer!

Quality of Workmanship, Innovative Design, Built to Last!
ELECTRIC GREENS ROLLER - SPECIFICATIONS

**DRIVE:** 2 - 3HP DC, 36 Volt. MFG-Advanced.

**CONTROLLER:** Curtis Electric.

**BATTERIES:** Quantity of six (6) - 6-Volt Trojan T105, minimum.

**SEAT:** Molded cushion, adjustable with safety shutdown switch.

**ROLLERS:** Two (2), Diameter- 10-3/4” Length- 36” with beveled ends. Can be filled with water for added weight.

**STEERING SYSTEM:** Both rolls oscillate and articulate to smooth the surface without changing the undulations designed into the green.

**TRACTION:** Both rolls are driven from individual drive motors for maximum traction. Climbing traction up to 40°.

**PAINT:** Polyester powder coated baked enamel - Orange

**TRANSPORT**

**OPTIONS:**

**OPTIONS:**

**TRANSPORT TRAILER:**

**OPTIONS:**

**OPTIONS:**

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

**OPTIONS:**

**MANUFACTURER OF OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT**

**MANUFACTURER OF OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT**

**PRODUCTS FOR TURF & LAWNCARE, RENTAL, CONSTRUCTION, TREE CARE, WOOD PROCESSING, NURSERY & FARM INDUSTRIES**

**OTHER SALSCO EQUIPMENT**

**3-1/2” - 18”, Gas, Diesel, and P.T.O, Wood/Brush Chippers**

**CHIPPER SHREDDER VACUUM**

**TAILGATE & TRUCKLOADER VACUUMS up to 65 HP**

**SPECIFICATIONS & OPTIONS, subject to change without notice.**

**LISTED IS A SMALL SAMPLING OF SOME OF OUR REGISTERED SALSCO GREENS ROLLER OWNERS.**

**REV. 2/04**

**SALES@SALSCO.COM, WWW.SALSCO.COM**

105 School House Road
Cheshire, CT  06410 U.S.A.
800-872-5726, 203-271-1682, 203-271-2596 (Fax)